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ABSTRACT
In the very broad scope addressed by digital preservation initiatives, a special place belongs to the scientific and technical artifacts that we need to properly archive to enable scientific reproducibility. For these artifacts we need identifiers that are not only unique and persistent, but also support integrity in an intrinsic way. They must provide strong guarantees that the object denoted by a given identifier will always be the same, without relying on third parties and external administrative processes.

In this article, we report on our quest for these identifiers for digital objects (IDOs), whose properties are different from, and complementary to, those of the various digital identifiers of objects (DIOs) that are in widespread use today. We argue that both kinds of identifiers are needed and present the framework for intrinsic persistent identifiers that we have adopted in Software Heritage for preserving billions of software artifacts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In order to manipulate an entity it is essential to be able to refer to it. This is why nouns and proper names are such important expressions in natural language, and the subtleties of their nature have attracted the attention of brilliant philosophers, from Stuart Mill to Frege, Russel, and Kripke [13].

When building an information system, not necessarily computer based, one faces the same need to name the entities that the system will refer to, and we have become accustomed to call these names identifiers. Just like in the case of nouns and proper names, the apparently simple concept of identifier turns out to be rather complex and subtle. Its scope and meaning depend on the properties that one expects of it for each intended use case, and the complexity increases when computers get involved.

This article looks at the requirements and use cases that we have to consider when looking for a class of identifiers that are adapted for Software Heritage [2, 15], a long term initiative whose goal is to collect, preserve, and share a specific form of digital objects: software source code and its development history, which are essential for preserving the scientific and technical knowledge embedded in software [26].

Indeed, source code is a unique form of knowledge, designed to be understood by humans and readily convertible into machine executable instructions. While software in executable form is highly valuable as a tool when the specific environment for which it was compiled is available, source code can be read, studied and modified by humans directly, even if the machine for which it was designed has long disappeared. This is why Software Heritage has taken over the long overdue mission preserving it.

The requirements that emerge for this particular setting, where we need to handle billions of different digital objects, as shown in Figure 1, cannot be fully satisfied by well-known identifier schemas that are in use today in the framework of digital preservation. Fortunately, modern software development has adopted tools and techniques built on top of elegant concepts from computer science dating back to the 1980’s [22], and it turns out that we can leverage these very same concepts for building identifiers of digital objects that satisfy all our requirements.

We believe that the analysis and results we report here will be relevant for many forms of digital objects, beyond source code.

The article is structured as follows: we detail the Software Heritage requirements and main use cases in Section 2, we provide a brief survey of digital identifiers in Section 3 and background on the Software Heritage data model in Section 4, then we present Software Heritage identifiers in Section 5, and validate them in Section 6. Section 7 concludes discussing future works and open perspectives.

2 REQUIREMENTS AND USE CASES
Software Heritage is an initiative with the set goal of building a universal archive of software source code, together with its development history as captured by state-of-the-art version control systems [15]. The archive can be accessed through a Web portal where the software source code it contains can be browsed and downloaded. To ensure the long-term preservation of the archive’s content a network of mirrors is being created, promoting the use of diverse storage technologies and striving to achieve a broad variety of geographical locations and jurisdictions. The project serves the needs of a variety of stakeholders, ranging from cultural heritage to education, from scientific research to industry.

This implies that the identifiers provided for software artifacts must be able to satisfy a broad range of use cases coming from all these areas. In this section, we highlight a few significant ones and
elicit from them a set of requirements for the Software Heritage identifiers.

2.1 Software development
Building a universal, vendor-neutral, persistent reference software archive is an answer to the need for systemic solution to software source code preservation, which is not addressed by existing development and hosting platforms [30]. Software Heritage needs to cater for the needs of software developers, that can obtain, for each archived software artifact, an unambiguous identifier that enables collaborative development and facilitate spotting and fixing errors.

Reference, versioning, granularity. Hence, identifiers in Software Heritage must be able to reference a specific version of the source code of a project, at different levels of granularity: a repository, a release, a directory, down to a single file.

Note that software is rarely fully self-contained. In addition to internal resources shipped as part of the software source code, it might also depend on external resources—such as software libraries, runtime environments, data, multimedia, etc.—which are needed to use the software in practice (at compilation and/or runtime). The identifiers we are looking for here cover the state of source code as seen by the software developers of a given project, in the sense that they will change when internal resources are changed, but not when external ones are.

Integrity. Furthermore, in current practice, software developers expect the identifiers they use to provide a means of checking integrity: having an identifier and the (allegedly) corresponding object must be enough to independently verify that the object has not been tampered with. Hence, identifiers in Software Heritage must provide the same ability, in order to be adopted by software developers.

2.2 Software citation
While software is becoming a legitimate product of research [3], the practice of citing software is still inconsistent: some cite the manual of the software, some the software paper, others just the URL of the software repository or homepage. Despite the efforts of various working groups, an agreed upon standard for software citation has not emerged yet.

When citing software, it is important to distinguish between a software project, which refers to the software as a concept and its creation environment (and which is not a digital object) and software artifacts themselves (source code, binaries, etc.), which usually are digital objects.

In the scholarly ecosystem, we recognize three goals for referencing software:

- **credit and attribution** to be able to identify a software project and ensures that the authors have their contributions recognized and rewarded.
- **reuse and reproducibility** to be able to reproduce an experiment, identifying a specific artifact of the used software is essential.
- **integrity checking mechanism** to be able to guarantee the accuracy and consistency of the link between a specific software artifact and its identifier.

In this paper, we do not address the complex issue of identifying a software project, but we fully address the issue of identifying software artifacts produced by the practice of collaborative development of software source code, which is the main focus of Software Heritage.

The usual ways of designating software artifacts by mentioning the software project or the current development repository are unsatisfactory for several reasons:

- The software itself will evolve and without mentioning the actual version, the reference won’t be accurate.
- The authors can delete the current repository, and content can disappear, making reuse impossible.
- The hosting service of a repository can shut down (e.g., Gitorious, Google Code) and the content might move elsewhere.

Therefore, no matter which solution is retained for software citation, an archive of source code that provides a unique, persistent and intrinsic identifier for a specific software artifact will ensure direct access to the software source code without ambiguity.

2.3 Software evolution tracking
Software traceability is a key component in the Software Heritage archive where we can view and analyze the transformation and evolution of the software source code through its development.
When dealing with digital objects, the usual approaches that worked well for physical objects like books do not carry over easily: as it was
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The collection of the software source code. As such, changes in such external metadata are not covered by the identifiers we are looking for.

2.4 Long term digital preservation
The curation of the entire software commons comes with the great responsibility of identifying each and every element while their number is steadily growing.
Therefore, we need identifiers that will guarantee uniqueness and persistence in the long term that must be:
- gratis because there are billions of software artifacts to index, growing fast
- intrinsic because one cannot expect third-party resolvers to be around forever

2.5 Summing up
Collecting the Software Heritage requirements from the above use cases, we see that we need identifiers that are unique, persistent, intrinsic, gratis and allow support for versioning and identifying objects at different levels of granularity.
In the next section, we will embark on a quest to find identifiers with these properties.

3 IDENTIFIER SYSTEMS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
When dealing with digital objects, the usual approaches that worked well for physical objects like books do not carry over easily: as it was already remarked almost 20 years ago, “Identifying objects in digital libraries seems simple but proves to be surprisingly complex” [5].
We believe that this complexity comes from the great variety of properties that different communities expect from a (digital) identifier [14] and the absence of a clear, shared definition of what identifiers actually are [6].
In this section, we offer a simple conceptual framework for breaking up identifiers into their basic constituent parts, and present a survey of the properties of identifiers that are found in the literature.

3.1 Identifier systems
As a first remark, it is important to notice that while one often speaks of "identifiers", what we are really dealing with is a system that is composed of a set of labels that can be used as references for objects and the system mechanisms performing some or all of the following operations:
- generation create a new label
- assignment associate a label with an object

verifying given a label and an object, verify that they correspond
retrieval given a label, provide a means of getting a copy of the corresponding object
reverse lookup given a object, find the label that has been assigned to it, if any
description given a label, provide a means of getting metadata describing the corresponding object

While these mechanisms can in principle be implemented by totally independent entities, when surveying the abundant existing literature, we have found that, with very rare exceptions, the most common systems of identifiers confine all these conceptually distinct mechanisms into a single logical component usually called resolver.

Table 1: Mechanism implementation in common systems of identifiers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mech. / System</th>
<th>Handle</th>
<th>DOI</th>
<th>Ark</th>
<th>PURL</th>
<th>VDOI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assignment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retrieval</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reverse Lookup</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Despite the fact that the verification mechanism is of paramount importance to all the identification systems used in the digital landscape, we could not find any widely used system of identifiers that provides a reliable technical way of supporting verification, even if proposals in this sense have been around for quite a while [6, 29], see Table 1.

3.2 General properties
We now summarise the properties of identifier systems that we have come across during our survey, and that are most relevant for the use cases discussed in Section 2 (see also [20]).
- uniqueness one object should have only one canonical identifier
- non ambiguity one identifier must denote only one object
- persistence an identifier should keep its relevant properties in the long term, potentially even after the object it refers to has gone away. This term is used in the literature to capture different ideas, sometimes it just covers the requirement that an identifier should not disappear, while in other places the concept even covers integrity and non ambiguity
- integrity in most cases, one expects the object denoted by an identifier to not be silently changed later on; an identifier ensures integrity if a user can verify that the object retrieved at any point in time is exactly the one that was associated with it at the beginning
- no middle man to get the highest grade of resilience to external threats, one should not rely on a central authority for assigning identifiers in the beginning or using them later on

1This single logical component may be built as a distributed system where all these operations are delegated from one resolver instance to another.
abstraction (opacity) early adopters of the Web started using URLs as persistent identifiers, only to face dire consequences when it became evident that over time they were not persistent. As a consequence, more recent identifier schemas, like DOI, Ark, or Handle, pushed the idea of using identifiers that do not expose details that are subject to change, like the exact location of a resource; similar ideas can be seen in the Cool URLs or in PURLs: the motivation and intent is really the same as that of Abstract Data Types in computer science, hence our preference for the term abstract w.r.t. the more commonly used term opaque gratis (free of charge) many traditional systems of identifiers, like the ISBN [1], charge a fee for each identifier, and some digital systems of identifiers have similar provisions [9, 12]; in the case of digital resources that need to be created or modified frequently and smoothly, and in the case when the amount of such resources is very large, charging a per-identifier fee is often seen as non acceptable [20], because it creates a significant barrier to adoption and engenders costs that can become quickly much greater than the fixed cost of the infrastructure needed to maintain them.

3.3 Discussion

Many digital identifier systems strive to provide uniqueness, like URNs, ARK and DOI [17, 18], but they all rely on administrative structures to ensure it [5] and none of them provides technical guarantees. This fact leads to confusing issues like conflicting DOIs. For non-ambiguity, most common identifier systems rely on administrative authority, leading to the risk that the same identifier ends up denoting different objects over time; this issue is similar to what happens for URLs, and is quite real, as was already pointed out, for example, in [6].

Despite the fact that the term “persistent identifier” is now used almost everywhere, for most resolver-based systems persistence is a property that is not technically guaranteed, as one can see clearly stated for example in [27]:

> The only operational connection between a handle and the entity it names is maintained within the Handle System. This of course does not guarantee persistence, which is a function of administrative care.

Two of the three remaining properties, integrity and no middle man, are largely ignored (and not satisfied) by the most common systems of identifiers, while the requirement for gratuity seems much stronger in the librarian community than in the scientific publishing one.

Finally, let us mention here the issues of versions and granularity. An object may be used to create a new object that is a modification of it, and one may want to keep track of the fact that the second one is derived from the first one. Some identifier systems offer means to encode this versioning information in the object label. Similarly, an object may be composed of several other objects, and some identifier systems may want to encode in the object label the relation of containment.

3.4 DIOs versus IDOs

In our quest for an identifier system for the largest archive of software source code ever built, we have thoroughly investigated the most popular digital identifier systems, and have been forced to strike them off the list of potential candidates one after the other: they all lacked one or the other of the key properties needed for a long-term universal source code archive that we discuss in Section 2.

We would like to offer an explanation for why our requirements were so difficult to satisfy in these commonplace identifier systems, which is really, in a nutshell, already contained in the following key remark from [24]:

> The term “Digital Object Identifier” is construed as “digital identifier of an object,” rather than “identifier of a digital object”: the objects identified by DOI names may be of any form—digital, physical, or abstract—as all these forms may be necessary parts of a content management system. The DOI system is an abstract framework which does not specify a particular context of its application, but is designed with the aim of working over the Internet.

Indeed, it seems that all the systems of identifiers we surveyed were really designed with the objective of providing digital identifiers for any kind of object, including persons, organizations, concepts, books or poems, that have no canonical digital representation. These Digital Identifiers of Objects (or DIOs) make no assumptions about the nature of the object they represent, and hence they inherit all the epistemic issues of the traditional naming systems: the need for a central authority, the complexity related to handling different manifestations of the same conceptual object (like the PDF and the Postscript version of the same book), and more, to the point that the question of archiving identification information is considered an issue yet to be resolved [28]. This fact also explains why none of the systems of Table 1 supports reverse lookup. On the other hand, for Software Heritage we first of all need a system of identifiers for digital objects (or IDOs), as the objects we archive are all born digital, and have a canonical digital representation: a source code file is exactly the sequence of bytes that make it up.

Once we restrict ourselves to IDOs, we need only manipulate digital objects, and as a consequence all the properties that are difficult or impossible to satisfy in traditional systems of identifiers become feasible.

Indeed, relatively recent advances in Computer Science make it possible to design identifiers that a) do not rely on administrative care for uniqueness, non ambiguity and persistence, b) can be created and assigned without a central authority, and c) allow anybody to check independently the integrity of the corresponding digital object. These systems of identifiers leverage ideas and technology coming from cryptography [22] and operating systems [11, 23], and are now incorporated in most modern version control systems used by software developers, like Git [10]. Universally unique identifiers (UUID) are created without a central authority and are
considered unique (or quasi-unique) with a negligible collision probability [23]. And the same kind of intrinsic identifiers has been in use for decades in the field of forensic analysis, where the National Software Reference Library plays a prominent role [21].

This is why, despite the fact that the mission of Software Heritage is to build an archive, we moved away from the DIOs commonly used in archival projects and focused instead on the kind of IDOs nowadays widely used for software development.

## 4 SOFTWARE HERITAGE DATA MODEL

In order to better appreciate the specificities of the use cases described in Section 2 and how the proposed identifiers are going to address them, in this section we give a brief overview of the Software Heritage data model. Figure 2 provides an overview of the structure of the Merkle direct acyclic graph (DAG) [22] that lies at the heart of the Software Heritage archive [15].

At the bottom there are “file contents”, that are uniquely identified by a cryptographic hash [16]: if the same file content is used in several software projects, we store it only once, and use only its hash as a unique identifier to link to this content from the different directories where it appears. Directories are also represented as text files, in a standard way, and can be identified with a cryptographic hash too, so duplicated directory structures get the same hash, and we can, again, store them only once. This process, typical of a Merkle DAG, goes on up to the root nodes of the graph.

Hence, when adding new content to the archive, if an object is already present it will not be stored again, only new links to it will be added. This no-duplication mechanism is efficient for storage and is also a robust mechanism to provide intrinsic and unique identifiers.

Figure 3 gives a more detailed view of the Merkle DAG used by Software Heritage, zooming in on a real example of software artifacts stored in the archive. Each node in the diagram corresponds to an archived software artifact, produced as part of software development. The following kinds of artifacts are supported:

- **contents** (AKA “blobs”) the raw content of a file without its context, note that their names are context-dependent and stored as part of directory entries
- **directories** a list of named directory entries, where each entry can point to content objects (“file entries”), revisions (“revision entries”), or transitively to other directories (“directory entries”). All entries are associated with the local name of the entry (i.e., a relative path without any path separator) and permission metadata and modification timestamps.
- **revisions** (AKA “commits”) a point-in-time snapshot in the development history of a project. A revision is made for each modification in the software development workflow, containing the root directory of the software artifact. The revision identifier is calculated with the cryptographic hash of all the metadata provided with the source code directory itself.
- **releases** (AKA “tags”) a revision that has been marked as noteworthy by a project with a specific, usually mnemonic, name (for instance, a version number). Each release points to a revision and might include additional descriptive metadata.
- **snapshots** During software development, within a team, the work can be separated into branches to better collaborate. A branch is an autonomous line of development which facilitates work on new features and bug fixes or even just separation between an in-production branch and the development one. When collecting the software artifact, it is important to capture and identify the state of all visible branches during a specific visit, known as a snapshot.

This arrangement allows to store both specific versions of archived software (pointed to by release objects), their full development histories (following the chain of revision objects), and development states at specific points in time (pointed by snapshot objects) in a uniform data model.

It is important to remark that the structure of the Merkle tree where all the objects are injected is defined in a canonical way, and documented in the Software Heritage ingestion process. Hence, even if future version control system come of age, or other software development tools emerge, a given software project will always be represented in the same way inside the archive.

In addition to the content of the Merkle DAG, Software Heritage stores provenance information, as depicted in the top part of Figure 3. Each time a place that distributes software is visited, its full state is captured in a snapshot object (possibly reusing a previous object if the same state has been observed in the past) and a 3-way mapping between the place (usually as its URL), the time of the visit, and the snapshot object is added to an append-only record of crawling activities.
5 SOFTWARE HERITAGE IDENTIFIERS

As a software source code universal archive, Software Heritage needs to store and identify a variety of software artifacts that together compose a software product in source code form. One of the particular properties of source code is that it is massively duplicated as it was observed in [15]. With the Merkle DAG structure discussed in Section 4, each node is an object that can be identified, while deduplication is built-in. If an object is already represented in the archive it will not be recreated, only the new link to it or the new timestamp when it was seen will be kept. This no-duplication mechanism is efficient with storage but it is also a robust mechanism to provide intrinsic and unique identifiers.

To each object present in the Software Heritage archive we associate an intrinsic identifier computed through cryptographic hashes. These identifiers are guaranteed to remain stable over time, and we use them to provide the persistent identifiers for the content of the archive. Their syntax, meaning, and usage is described below. Note that they are identifiers and not URLs, even though a URL-based resolver for Software Heritage persistent identifiers is also provided.

A persistent identifier can point to any software artifact (or “object” at each level of granularity) available in the Software Heritage archive, as detailed in Section 4: contents, directories, revisions, releases, snapshots.

For each object we provide an intrinsic, type-specific object identifier that is embedded in its persistent identifier, as described below. Object identifiers are strong cryptographic hashes computed on the entire set of object properties to form a Merkle structure where each node is labeled with the identifier and provides a secure and efficient verification of the objects [22].
Table 2: EBNF grammar of Software Heritage persistent identifiers

```
<identifier> ::= "swh" ":" <scheme_version> ":" <object_type> ":" <object_id> ;
<scheme_version> ::= "1" ;
<object_type> ::=  "snp" (* snapshot *)
|  "rel" (* release *)
|  "rev" (* revision *)
|  "dir" (* directory *)
|  "cnt" (* content *)

<object_id> ::= 40 * <hex_digit> ;
(* intrinsic object id, as hex-encoded SHA1 *)
<hex_digit> ::= "0" | "1" | "2" | "3" | "4" | "5" | "6" | "7" | "8" | "9"
|  "a" | "b" | "c" | "d" | "e" | "f" ;
```

### 5.1 Syntax

Syntactically, persistent identifiers are generated by the `<identifier>` entry point of the EBNF grammar given in Table 2.

### 5.2 Semantics

The `swh` prefix makes explicit that these identifiers are related to Software Heritage, and the colon (:) is used as separator between the logical parts of identifiers. The scheme version (currently 1) is the current version of this identifier scheme; future editions will use higher version numbers, possibly breaking backward compatibility (but without breaking the resolvability of identifiers that conform to previous versions of the scheme).

A persistent identifier points to a single object, whose type is explicitly captured by `<object_type>`:  
- `snp` identifiers points to snapshots,
- `rel` to releases,
- `rev` to revisions,
- `dir` to directories,
- `cnt` to contents.

The actual object pointed to is identified by the intrinsic identifier `<object_id>`, which is a hex-encoded (using lowercase ASCII characters) SHA1 [16] computed on the content and metadata of the object itself.\(^5\)

### 5.3 Git compatibility

Intrinsic object identifiers for contents, directories, revisions, and releases are, at present, compatible with the Git way of computing identifiers for its objects. A Software Heritage content identifier will be identical to a Git blob identifier of any file with the same content, a Software Heritage revision identifier will be identical to the corresponding Git commit identifier, etc. This is not the case for snapshot identifiers as Git doesn’t have a corresponding object type. Git compatibility is incidental and is not guaranteed to be maintained in future versions of this scheme (or Git), but is a convenient feature for developers, for the time being.

### 5.4 Examples

The identifiers below are all interesting examples of what the Software Heritage identifiers look like.

They are resolved by the Software Heritage browsing pages available at:  
https://archive.softwareheritage.org/<identifier>

- `swh:1:cnt:94a9ed024d3859793618152ea559a168bbcbb5e2` points to the content of a file containing the full text of the GPL3 license
- `swh:1:dir:d198bc9d7a6bcf6db04f476d29314f1575077d505` points to a directory containing the source code of the Darktable photography application as it was at some point on 4 May 2017
- `swh:1:rev:309cf2674ee7a0749978cf8265ab91a60aea0f7d` points to a commit in the development history of Darktable, dated 16 January 2017, that added undo/redo supports for masks
- `swh:1:rel:22ece559cc7cc2364edc5e5593ed63ae8bd2299f9` points to Darktable release 2.3.0, dated 24 December 2016
- `swh:1:snp:c7c108084bc0bf3d81436bf980b46e98bd338453` points to a snapshot of the entire Darktable Git repository taken on 4 May 2017 from GitHub.

### 5.5 Contextual information

It is often useful to complement persistent identifiers with contextual information about the object’s setting. Currently it is possible...
The use of cryptographic hashes to produce unique identifiers for digital objects is now commonplace in version control systems used by programmers, but the underlying assumptions of this approach deserve to be spelled out.

A hash signature, like the SHA1 we use in Software Heritage, has a fixed length of 160 bits, and of course it can only provide $2^{160}$ different identifiers. While this number is mind-bogglingly larger than any number of digital artifacts we might want to ever archive, the fact that the identifier is not assigned sequentially from a central authority, but computed from the digital object itself means that there is the possibility of a collision: the same hash computation performed on two different digital objects ending up in the same signature. The question is what the probability of such a collision is and what to do in case one actually occurs.

Good cryptographic hashes are almost uniformly distributed, so that a classical mathematical calculation based on the birthday paradox shows that the probability of an accidental collision can be approximated by: \[ 1 - e^{-\frac{k(k-1)}{2N}} \]

where $N$ is the number of all possible different hash values, and $k$ is the number of different objects hashed. Taking the case of the Software Heritage archive, where we use SHA1 as a hash, we have $N = 2^{160}$, and $k = 10^{19}$ counting all kinds of objects. This gives a probability of an accidental collision of $1$ in $10^{28}$. Even if the size of the archive were to grow to one thousand times bigger, the odds of a collision would still be $1$ in $10^{42}$, which is negligibly small.\(^7\)

A different threat are malicious attacks, which are now feasible, but at a steep computing cost of over 6000 years of processor time.\(^8\) To counter this problem, in Software Heritage we store multiple hashes internally for each object (with SHA1 being in fact the weakest of them), which allows us to spot both accidental collisions and attacks on a particular hash function.

Hence, the chances of assigning the same identifier to two different objects are negligible, and largely inferior to the chances of human error in maintaining a resolver database.

We can now validate the Software Heritage identifier scheme presented in the previous section by performing a self-assessment exercise, reviewing it against the properties discussed in Section 3.

**uniqueness** the identifier is computed from the content itself, using a deterministic process, so each object can be given only one identifier.

**non-ambiguity** giving the same identifier to two different objects is equivalent to finding a collision in a cryptographic hash \([16]\). As discussed above, the chances of finding a collision are negligible.

**persistance** the Software Heritage archive guarantees that nothing will be deleted intentionally and it will undertake the task to perpetually maintain each identifier schema version, even when it will be labeled obsolete (in the case of collisions on the SHA1 hashes).

**integrity** using a cryptographic hash as identifier ensures that modifications to the object, however minimal, would yield

---

\(^5\)See for example https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universally_unique_identifier
\(^6\)See https://security.googleblog.com/2017/02/announcing-first-sha1-collision.html for a discussion.
a different identifier with an extremely high probability. A user can recompute the object’s identifier and verify it is indeed the right object.

**no middle man** the link between an object and its identifier does not depend on the resolution of an online service. These identifiers can be used and verified outside the system that creates and maintains them.

**abstraction (opacity)** the identifier schema presented in this article does not expose any piece of information that is subject to change over time.

**gratis (free of charge)** the identifiers calculated and maintained by Software Heritage are free and there are no other costs related to the creation and attribution of the identifiers.

Considering the above assessment, we can conclude that the Software Heritage identifier schema provides an identifier system for digital objects (IDO) that satisfies all the requirements we have identified for our use cases, except one.

Indeed, if we use only the IDOs to reference an object from the archive, we have no means, looking only at the identifier, to know which original software development platform it has been obtained from. This would result in the loss of context information necessary to trace future evolutions of the software artifact.

This is why we provide the optional contextual attributes described in Section 5.5 to store, among others, the piece of information describing the particular origin from which the object has been obtained. The Software Heritage resolver currently understands these optional contextual attributes and exploits them to show the identified object in the specified context.

### 7 CONCLUSION

Starting from the requirements for persistent identifiers for software source code artifacts, we have analysed in depth the properties of systems of identifiers and introduced an essential distinction between digital identifiers of an object (IDOs) and identifiers of digital objects (IDOs). By focusing on IDOs, we have shown that the cryptographic hashes widely used in software development can be used as identifiers of digital objects. With this option, several seemingly impossible properties, like the independence from resolvers and the possibility of independently verified object integrity become feasible. We have then described the Software Heritage IDO schema that we now use in production to identify over 7 billion different objects in the project archive and shown that it satisfies all stated requirements. We believe that this approach is appropriate not only for software artifacts but also for other digital objects and ensures long-term guarantees: uniqueness, persistence, and digital object integrity.
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